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Residential  Vastu for Mr. Rajesh 
 
Findings-  
 
(-)  Directions are not in alignment with magnetic axis 
(+) Internal placement as per vastu 
(-)  East corner is cut as per your plan 
(-) Terrance at west-south west 
 

Important 
 

1. Provide slope towards north east level. Please note that entrance is towards 
south east so do not provide slope that side 

2. Any water tank can be made at north corner or north east or east level. Avoid at 
south east. If it is not provided, we suggested to make a artificial pond here. 

3. Septik can be made at west side (behind) 
4. Have more stone in foundtation at south and west side. 
5. Staircase should not come at centre of the house, or else make a wooden 

staircase 
 
Entrance-  
 

1. Porch area makes the corner cut at east corner. We suggest to make a 
square construction. Alternatively you can make a verandah with grill 
covering 

2. Main door should be bigger than any other door of the house 
3. Use white marble or wooden as a threshold at entrance 

Tranquility Zone (Temple) 
 

1. Temple place correctly 
2. Temple can be made in marble 

Hall/Dining-  
 

1. Seating arrangement  is correct as per your plan 
2. Use of   off  white, yellow is recommended in this room (single colour yellow 

or orange can be painted on north-east wall  
3. Dining table should be preferable square or rectangular 
4. We suggest to use more wood than steel or glass. Wood helps to absorb 

stress.  
5. Provide small window or no window at south west level 
6. More and bigger window should be planned at north east level 
7. We suggest to put a prosperity yantra at north east corner  
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Bed room –Ground Floor 
 

1. Placement of bed as per plan 
2. This room can be used by parents and senios. Do not give this room to children  
3. Room can be painted with off white, white colours 
4. Window can be provided at north west.  

Kitchen 
 

1. Place of gas & sink as per layout .  
2. Use  lemon yellow or green colour in the  kitchen zone 
3. It is auspicious to have tulasi plant in kitchen window or inside the kitchen 
4. For good fortune of the family, we suggest t keep a murti (idol) of goddess 

annapurna in the rice jar 

Master Bed room- Upper Floor 
 

1. Placement of bed as per plan. Your plan suggest west which does not give 
you a quality sleep 

2. We suggest to put a wooden flooring or elevated flooring. This is good as 
master will have good control over family and outsiders. 

3. Safe/cash to be placed in the unit facing towards north east 
4. We suggest to make a walk in ward robe above the kitchen. Since toilet falls 

above the kitchen, we recommend two parts 
5. Use of pink, purple and light yellow are good colours for bed room 
6. Bigger window can be provided at north west side 
7. Mirror can be place at north east wall not reflecting a bed 

Study Room-  
 

1. Study table is placed correctly 
2. Provide unit on both the side for books instead of wall at north east 
3. Green, live yellow , royal blue stimulates the study. Use these colours here 
4. Image of goddess saraswati is auspicious on the study table 

Children room 
 

1. Sleeping position as per layout. It is auspicious to have head at east for 
children, but since house has east in corner- present placement is good. 

2. Unit placed correctly 
3. Use colours like purple, yellow, green, orange. This are stimulating colours and 

help for the growth of childrens 
4. Study table is at correct place 
5. Extention of north east is auspicious in this room 
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Toilets 
1. Keep curtain between toilet and bath area in each bathroom 
2. Avoid blue or black colour in the toilet and bath. Use yellow or green 

accessories in both the toilet 
 
- Open terrace is recommended at north east side 
-Any over head tank should be made above the staircase area 
-Purify flooring  with rock salt twice a week 
-Donate regularly for prosperity & Good health of the family 
 
Enhancing the site power:- 
 
It is auspicious to put a 9 copper pyramid inside the foundation to save from any 
negative defect  & improve site vibrations 
It is auspicious to keep a holy cow on plot for few days to purify the space before 
constructing a site 
 
Nitien parmar 
9821340898 
9987140064 
info@vastuplus.com 
www.vastuplus.com 
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